These sites have not read, life is simply not complete
Posted April 26, 2016

Suddenly I found more than a decade on the network are white, a lot of
websites and never went ...
The world’s cameras are here:
http://www.earthcam.com/
Record this time in the world : New York’s Times Square , Eiffel Tower ,
Niagara Falls, Canada Falls , Moscow, Rotterdam , Hong Kong and Macao.
2. The readers will regret site
http://www.juwai.com
You will find that the price of your house, and in many foreign countries can
buy a detached villa with a swimming pool (spring blossoms kind).
3. Global Rich List
http://www.globalrichlist.com/
Enter the income level, the number of the earth to see you in a few old wealth ranking. You will be surprised to find that they actually
belong to the high income groups. Website bit old, it is comforting when it ....
4. The highest in the world website!
http://worlds-highest-website.com/
The present 18,000 pages 939 km high “worlds-highest-website”, the viewer can manually scroll through pages, but you can see the
existence of the scroll bar.
5. The world’s most expensive website!
United Kingdom nottingham Students Yali, because of their own to raise university tuition fees and do not want to borrow loans with
the bank, whim took 10 minutes to set up a site called one million home, then this site is divided into an average of 10,000 Home
copies, each only a small grid.
http://www.milliondollarhomepage.com
He claimed that each grid sell for $ 100, buyers can feel free to put anything on the grid to buy their own, including the trademark,
name, or specially designed image links, and so on. Then an almost zero cost web page after Alex’s creative, it becomes a total value
of up to millions of dollars a page.
6. The world’s most wild beauty of search engine
http://www.baigoogledu.com/
Baidu and Google the product of illicit sexual relations, is said to average 85% of the links between them are not the same.
and more....
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